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Abstract 
Today in the competitive environment of world, 
obtaining the competitive advantage is one of the 
managers’ basic challenges. Human resource is 
recognized as one of the most important resources to 
create competitive advantage and the personnel who 
benefit from knowledge resources, are more valuable 
in the organization. Taking more care about the 
researchers, the organization causes knowledge share 
by them. Researchers have found that what leads to 
competitive advantage, is the personnel’s knowledge 
and sharing it with others. Manager’s effort to share 
personnel’s knowledge on one hand and using the 
strategy of knowledge maintaining by personnel on 
other hand, causes two different approaches between 
human resources in organization and the managers in 
hoarding or sharing knowledge. This research has 
been done to analyze the mediator role of intrinsic 
motivation and job independence in organizational 
atmosphere impact on knowledge share of researchers 
in an institute in Tehran. To evaluate the research 
variables, we used standard questionnaire and the 
research questionnaire was distributed among 218 
persons from statistical society that have been all 
employed researchers in institute in 1396. The 
research method was descriptive correlation. To 
answer the questions and analyze the research 
hypothesis we used Smart-PLS by the method of 
studying structural equations and analyzing the path 
by the method of partial least squares (PLS). The 

results show that organizational atmosphere has a 
positive and meaningful impact on intrinsic 
motivation, job independence and knowledge share. 
The results also show the positive and meaningful 
impact of intrinsic motivation and job independence 
on knowledge share. The results also show that 
organizational atmosphere has a positive and 
meaningful impact on knowledge share.  
Keywords: organizational atmosphere, intrinsic 

motivation, job independence, knowledge share. 
 
Introduction  
According to Grant’s studies (1991), the 
organizational resources are divided to four groups 
including financial resources, physical resources, 
strategies and organizational methods and human 
resources. Human resource significance is so much 
that we can say the organization that is equipped with 
sufficient and eligible people, has the required 
situation for success and other resources locate beside 
the human resources as a supplemental element. 
Today, obtaining the competitive advantage, one of 
the managers’ basic challenges and one of their most 
important demands, is to search the ways to contribute 
to organizations obtaining the competitive advantages. 
Results of researchers’ various studies in two recent 
decades show that the resources and internal 
organization capabilities in organization is the best 
resource to obtain competitive advantage. The 
researches of Right and coworkers (1994), emphasis 
on the human resource features that causes 
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competitive advantages like skill, experience, 
knowledge, personnel commitment and their 
relationships. Time reduce in the process of doing 
work and presenting new products to market, cost 
reduce, improve services to customers, organization 
flexibility in confronting with fast environmental 
changes, making a learning environment and 
increasing interest and efficiency including the 
advantages of employing scientists in organizations. 
Managers believe that reaching the major goals of 
their organization depends on the share behavior of 
knowledge from their personnel, so reaching the ideal 
level in share behavior of knowledge, as one of their 
goals is considered. On the other hand, the personnel 
never tend to offer the results of their work in several 
years to their personnel easily. Therefore, human 
resources try to maintain their obtained knowledge. 
Overall, we can say that personnel and managers 
somehow have different approaches to knowledge 
share consciously. From the point view of 
organization managers, personnel’s knowledge share 
leads to better performance and development of the 
organization. The positive relationship of knowledge 
sharing with the creation of new products and 
services, The organizational knowledge performance 
and the development of competitive advantage have 
already been proven (Zhou et al., 2015). The 
occurrence of knowledge sharing behavior often takes 
the form of a combination of environmental factors 
and individual characteristics (Muller, 2014). That 
knowledge management processes, such as the 
creation and devising, transfer and use of knowledge, 
can be an important item in the HRM literature, It is 
now also highly sought after by scholars (Gallonik et 
al., 2014). In this study, we emphasize that the gap in 
knowledge can be increased Determine our 
understanding of knowledge sharing behaviors. 
Especially, that knowledge sharing is capable of As a 
blend of three aspects related to collaborative climate, 
internal motivation and job independence. 
Researchers believe that organizations can effectively 
influence knowledge sharing through various HRM 
activities (Minbio et al., 2012). Empirical research has 
revealed how individual characteristics may reflect 
the effect of a collaborative climate on knowledge 
sharing (Collins & Smith, 2006). Or a job that can be 
designed in a way that shows similar effects to 
knowledge sharing as a collaborative atmosphere 
(Grant & Rossbard, 2013). In research on the factors 
influencing knowledge sharing, researchers such as 

Baracchini (2009), Chapoor (2009), Simon (2008) 
Brent (2007), Han and others (2005), Kevook (2005), 
Hansen and Alvitas (2005) Isaac and Rowland (2004), 
Whitten Bauer et al. (2004), Arguethe (2003), 
Bandarson and Suetkelev (2002), Hansen (2002), 
Brink (2001) and Estrella and Frei (2000) In the 
sharing of knowledge people have introduced. In this 
study, it is stated that the relationship between 
knowledge sharing and the cooperative climate is 
conditional on two factors: internal motivation and 
career autonomy. Both aspects have been discussed in 
previous work as knowledge sharing priorities and not 
as mediators (P & L, 2015). Because the internal 
motivation is not entirely determined by the social 
concept, employees who participate in the cooperative 
atmosphere in the same way may be They are 
different in their motivation Based on this logic, in 
this research it is stated that an organization in which 
employees are internally motivating They do not 
necessarily need a collaborative atmosphere to 
promote knowledge sharing. It also discusses whether 
management can increase the positive effects of a 
collaborative climate by creating greater autonomy for 
employees. Job independence is a direct predictor of 
collaborative behavior among employees such as 
knowledge sharing (Livis & fos, 2016). Apart from 
this view, it is stated in this research that employees 
with more career autonomy with more opportunities 
to engage in knowledge sharing activities. This means 
that in organizations with a high cooperative climate, 
career autonomy potentially strengthens knowledge 
sharing behavior. 
 
38T2. Theoretical Foundations 
38T2.1 Human Resources Management Activities and 
Knowledge Sharing 
Investigators of formal processes such as Trust 
(Casimir, Lee, and Lewin, 2012), teamwork (Hey, 
Barrow, and Lane, 2014) or justice (Buck et al., 2005) 
As an accelerator of knowledge sharing among 
members of the organization. Also, research has 
recently recognized the importance of a collaborative 
climate in accelerating knowledge sharing (Coigley et 
al., 2007). The Social Comparison Theory (Festinger, 
1954) suggests that when employees are part of a 
collaborative atmosphere, comparing them to 
themselves with other members will lead to a greater 
tendency for participatory behavior. Employee 
organizations are also heterogeneous due to their 
work-related characteristics, motivations, behaviors 
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and values (Grant & Sobbard, 2013). Human resource 
management interventions must take into account 
such heterogeneity to draw a behavioral atmosphere 
for a cooperative atmosphere. Investigating the 
mediating role of individual level variables should 
provide a better assessment of the results of 

interventions affecting collaborative atmosphere. In 
the following section, we introduce two variables that 
show heterogeneous sources in a way that employees 
respond to a collaborative atmosphere. Table 1 shows 
the research done on the motivational factors affecting 
knowledge sharing. 

Table (1): Effective motivational factors in knowledge sharing in different research 

38Tresearch fellow 38TMotivational factor and its effect on knowledge sharing 

38TChina and Shi (2010) Conflict like (-), interpersonal trust (+), knowledge sharing advantage (+), relative benefits 
received from knowledge sharing (+) 

38TMarilyn (2009) 38TIndependence (+) 

38TChun and Chen (2009) The study of how to influence the motivational factors (knowledge usefulness, enjoyment of 
helping others, responsibility, trust and incentives) on knowledge sharing 

38TRita and Pune (2009) Trust, Rights, Social Status, Interpersonal Communication, Recognition, Success and 
Progress, Challenge, Responsibility, Work Independence 

38TCruise and others 
(2009) 

Trust (+), Independence (+), Integrity (+), Organization sense (+), Reward (+), Recognition 
(+), Promotion (+), Job stability (+) 

38TYakhfl and others 
(2009)38T  

38TSelf-esteem (+), self-control (+), social status (+) 

38THarder (2008) 
(+), Tangible rewards (salary increase, promotion chances, non-cash benefits) (-), approval 

and approval of managers and co-workers (positive feedback from the manager, 
manager's confirmation, peer support) (+), manager support (+) 

38TCabrera and others 
(2006) [43] 

38TTouchable BONUS (+) 

38TBook and others (2005) 38TFinancial rewards (-) 
38TBook and Kim (2002) Expected rewards, expected communications, expected assistance 

38TIP (2003) 38TFighting like, contact with receiver, reward 
38TKlove and Barling 

(2000) 
Friendship (+), Fame (-), Health Factors (-), Fighting (-) 

38TWen and Siegen (2000) 
Motivational factors (+): (Success, Responsibility, Recognition, Independence, Promotion 

opportunities, Challenges) Health factors (-): (rights, social status, corporate policies, 
personal relationships) 

38THandrick (1999) Conflict like (-), interpersonal trust (+), knowledge sharing advantage (+), relative benefits 
received from knowledge sharing (+) 

 (+): Effect on knowledge sharing behavior               (-): No effect on knowledge sharing behavior 

 
There has been little research on knowledge sharing 
and factors affecting it within the country, in which 
issues such as barriers and knowledge sharing 
strategies, effective factors in knowledge sharing, 
Knowledge sharing pathology, barriers and 
facilitators of knowledge sharing and the study of the 
relationship between factors affecting knowledge 
sharing have been addressed. In internal research, 
motivation factor has only been mentioned as an 
effective factor in knowledge sharing and various 
motivational factors in knowledge sharing have not 
been identified. Knowledge sharing is a systematic 

process for the creation, discovery, combining, 
learning, sharing and use of knowledge and 
experience, in order to achieve organizational goals. 
This knowledge can be stored in the staff minds, in 
paper forms or electronically. In the other definition, 
knowledge sharing is a systematic activity for the 
transfer and exchange of knowledge and experiences 
between members of a group or organization with a 
common purpose. In other words, knowledge sharing 
is interpreted as the process of identifying, 
distributing, and utilizing existing knowledge in order 
to better resolve issues in the past. Theories of 
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motivation are categorized into two categories of 
content theories and process theories. Content 
theories refer to the motivational factors and the 
needs shaping the behavior and do not describe the 
process of creating, guiding and retaining motivation. 
In contrast to process theories by studying the 
mechanisms and methods of creating motivation,38T 
Describing this part of the puzzle of motivation.38T In 

these theories, the connections to be made and 
maintained, the factors to be considered and the 
important changes that must take place to make the 
work environment a productive medium for 
motivations, they are examined. Theories of content-
based needs are presented in four theories. In Table 2, 
the motivational factors introduced by them and the 
factors used in this research are briefly presented. 

Table (2): Motivational Factors Introduced by Different Theorists 

38TTheory and 
theorist 

38TMotivational factors 

38TMaslow's Hierarchy 
of 

Requirements 

38TVital needs 38TSalary, financial rewards, non-financial rewards 
38TNecessity / security 38TJob security, safety and health 

38TSocial need Friendly and informal relationships with colleagues (friendly and 
intimate atmosphere), social status 

38TNeed to be respected 38TRespect for managers and other colleagues 

38TSelf-defeating need Adaptation of the organization to personal, self-control and self-
management 

38TAlfalfa three factors 
38TLiving needs 38TSalary, financial rewards, non-financial rewards 

38TBelonging needs 38TFriendly and informal relationships with colleagues 
38TGrowth Needs 38TJob Promotion, Learning and Growth 

38THerzberg's two 
factors 

38THealth factors 
Salary, proper working conditions (cleaning and hygiene), job 

security, good quality supervisor or manager, organizational 
policies and policies, friendly relations 

38TMotivational factors Achieving success, increasing responsibility, challenging work, 
improvement and growth, recognition, career advancement 

38TMachelland's 
acquisition 

needs 

38TNeed for success Challenging and non-routine tasks, growth and learning, career 
advancement, success in doing work 

38TNeed for dependency 38TFriendly and informal relationships with colleagues 

38TNeed for power 

Ownership of managerial and supervisory jobs, participation in 
decision making, increase of responsibility and delegation of 

authority, recognition, career independence, gaining reputation 
in specialty 

  

 

Many studies have been conducted on the 
classification of motivational factors into internal and 
external factors. Ryan and Dasi (2000) have done a lot 
of empirical studies to distinguish between internal 
and external motivations. And they claim that the 
difference between the internal and external motives 
is not very clear. In spite of this, internal motives are 
motivations that make the person active The results of 
that activity are inherently satisfactory to the 
individual. External motives are the motivations that 
make the person active The results of that activity, 
through the achievement of separate outputs, are 
indirectly and not inherently satisfied with the person.  

38T2-2. Mediating role of internal motivation 
Recent research has identified internal motivation as 
an important determinant of knowledge sharing with 
colleagues (Buck et al., 2005). Although researchers 
have argued that the emergence of intrinsic 
motivation may be supported by conceptual features, 
they emphasize that the nature of the activity itself 
itself determines the emergence of intrinsic 
motivational behaviors. In fact, when individuals feel 
that underlying factors are leading them to certain 
behaviors, their intrinsic motivation decreases in line 
with certain behaviors (Gagen and Dees, 2005). 
Individuals who are motivated internally focus on 
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processes and end up and see it as their work. For this 
reason, when the inner motive is high, Individuals 
enjoy the process of doing things and their behavior is 
less determined by the underlying attributes and more 
determined by the nature of the activity being 
performed. We explain this justification to arguing 
that individuals differ in their natural tendencies to 
share knowledge with others, which is their intrinsic 
motivation to engage in knowledge sharing. Hence, 
we say that employees with a higher level of internal 
motivation for less knowledge sharing are affected by 
collaborative atmosphere on their decisions to share 
knowledge. And this is because their behavior is 
generally focused on processes and less likely to be 
external factors. In other words, internal motivation 
for sharing knowledge can be As a reflection of the 
inner tendency to act on its own rather than 
responding to a set of underlying factors such as the 
existence of a cooperative atmosphere. 
38T2-3. Mediating role of job independence 
Research on occupational design focuses on the staff 
structure and related affairs and its characteristics 
(Morgenson & Humphrey, 2006). An important 
occupational dimension is the occupational 
independence that relates to the level of 
differentiation Which each employee shows according 
to how he or she works. Therefore, employees with 
career autonomy have a higher freedom to decide 
what they should do. And about how work should be 
done and how how affiliated work should be 
managed. Job independence positively correlates with 
job performance (Morgenson et al., 2005) and 
creativity (Spritz, 1995) Among others. A positive 
and direct relationship between job autonomy and 
knowledge sharing has also been created in the 
literature of the subject (Py and Lee, 2015). The 
results of a research in Hamedan Province Economic 
and Finance Affairs Organization showed that job 
independence has a direct effect on individual 

learning, organizational learning, individual 
performance and organizational performance. Is 
positive and significant. In addition, the indirect effect 
of occupational independence on individual and 
organizational performance is positively and 
significantly different with individual learning 
mediation. In addition, the indirect effect of job 
independence on personal and organizational 
performance is positively and significantly significant 
with organizational learning mediation (Ghanbari 
Sirous, 1395). In line with the initial research, this 
research suggests that job independence strengthens 
the positive relationship between collaborative 
climate and knowledge sharing for some reasons. 
Research on job design shows that job independence 
is correlated with job diversification (Whittington et 
al., 2004). Because job diversification utilizes more 
diverse skills and knowledge, knowledge sharing is 
likely to increase (Coelho and Augusto, 2010). 
38T2.4 Conceptual Model of Research 
Since any field research and survey requires a mental 
map and a conceptual model that is presented in the 
form of an appropriate analytical tool, the variables 
and relationships between them are drawn, 
Accordingly, the theory is conceptually 
conceptualized in Fig. 1, which can be seen with five 
feasible hypotheses. Please note that all direct 
communications are considered positive. The 
hypothesized structural model encompasses internal 
motivation and job independence as the main 
structure with organizational climate as an 
introduction and knowledge sharing as a result. The 
model shows that there is direct and indirect 
relationship between the studied structures. In general, 
in this research it is assumed that organizational 
climate increases internal motivation and job 
independence, eventually sharing knowledge also 
improves. 
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38TFigure 1: Conceptual Model of Research (Source: Livis & Fos, 2016) 

 

2-5 Research hypotheses 

1. Organizational climate has a significant effect on 
internal motivation. 

2. Organizational climate has a significant effect on 
job autonomy. 

3. Organizational climate has a significant impact 
on sharing knowledge. 

4. The internal motivation for sharing knowledge 
has a significant impact. 

5. Job independence has a significant impact on 
knowledge sharing. 

38T3- Methodology of research 
Methodologically, this research is a correlation 
research. The present research is a descriptive 
research based on how to obtain the required data and 
the classification of research according to their 
purpose. This research is applied in a descriptive-
survey method. 
In this research, a standard questionnaire was used to 
collect the data needed to test the hypotheses of the 
research in order to formulate the bases, definitions 
and theoretical concepts of library resources 
including the documents, books and scientific 
articles. Four standard questionnaires were used to 
collect field data. The organizational climate 
questionnaire for Hallipin and Kraft is a standard 
questionnaire. Dimensions of Organizational Climate 
Inventory are: Group spirit, disturbance, intimacy, 
interest, consideration, distance, influence and 
dynamism, emphasis on production. This 
questionnaire has 32 questions. Standard Lipist and 
Foos Injury Injury Inventory (2016) Also included 
were 3 standard questions. The Jang Occupational 
Standards Questionnaire (1995) contains 10 
questions. The Standard Bashiri Sharing Knowledge 
Sharing Questionnaire (1393) also included 10 
questions. The content of the questionnaire was 
subjected to the judgment of several experts and 

professors of business and marketing management at 
universities. After some revisions and approval of 
those professors for the higher reliability and 
acceptability of formal validity, about 30 
questionnaires were distributed in the statistical 
society. At first, understanding of some of the 
questions was not possible for respondents. After 
several times the text translation and deletion of some 
of the questions, the questionnaire was sufficiently 
formal. Finally, a consensus questionnaire was used 
as a tool for data collection. The statistical population 
of the research is all employees of the researchers of 
the research institute in 1395. Considering that the 
size of the statistical society is limited to 500 people 
The Cochran formula has been used to select the 
sample size. Therefore, the sample size in this study 
is 218 people. 250 questionnaires were distributed 
Twenty-two questionnaires were selected for 
analysis.  

 
 
4. Analysis 
In this research, modeling of structural equations 
using partial least squares method and PLS software 
have been used to test the assumptions and validity of 
the model. The PLS is a variation-based approach 
that requires less constraints in comparison with 
similar structural equations such as Laserl and Amos 
(Lijnder et al., 2009). The main advantage is that this 
kind of modeling requires less number of samples 
than lasers (VickSome and Watson, 2001). It is also 
considered as a powerful technique in situations 
where the number of samples and items of 
measurement is limited and the distribution of 
variables can be indeterminate (Heer et al., 2010). 
The PLS modeling is done in two steps. In the first 
step, the model should be evaluated through 
validation and reliability analysis and confirmatory 
factor analysis. In the second stage, the structural 

Organizati
onal 

climate 

Knowledge 
sharing 

Intrinsic 
motivation 

Job 
independ

ence 
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model is evaluated by estimating the path between 
the variables and determining the fitting indexes of 
the model (Holand, 1999). 
 
38T4.1. Step One: Measurement Model 
The measurement of the model is related to the 
validity and reliability of the measuring instruments. 
38T4-1-1- Validity 
To assess the convergent validity, the AVE (mean 
extracted variance) and CR (composite reliability) 
criteria were used. The results of this criterion for the 

dimensions of the six variables in the research are 
shown in Table (1). Composite reliability higher than 
0.7 and average of variance higher than 0.5 are two 
prerequisites for convergent validity and structural 
correlation (Qing Lin and Qi Huang, 2009). As 
shown in Table (1), all composite reliability values 
are higher than 0.7 and mean values of variance is 
higher than 0.5, and this confirms that the convergent 
validity of the questionnaire is acceptable at a 
satisfactory level. 

 

Table 1: Average results of variance extracted from research structures 
38TCriterion 
variable 

38TOrganizational 
climate 

38TIntrinsic 
motivation 

38TJob 
independence 

38TSharing 
Knowledge 

AVE 764/0  816/0  519/0  642/0  

CR 928/0  930/0  932/0  876/0  

 

In the divergent narrative, the difference between the 
indices of a structure and the indexes of other 
structures is compared in the model. This is calculated 
by comparing the root AVE of each structure with the 
values of the correlation coefficients between the 

structures. This matrix is shown in Table (2). As can 
be seen from the table (2), the AVE of each structure 
has increased its correlation coefficients with other 
structures, which indicates the acceptability of the 
divergence of constructions. 

.Table 2: AVE Ratio Matrix with Structural Correlation Coefficients (Divergent Validity) 

 
38TOrganizational 

climate 
38TIntrinsic 

motivation 
38TJob 

independence 
38TSharing 

knowledge 
38TOrganizational 

climate 0/874 
  

 

38TIntrinsic 
motivation 425/0  0/904 

 

 

38TJob 
independence 541/0  614/0  0/720  

38TSharing 
knowledge 456/0  512/0  326/0  0/801 

 

38T4-1-2- Reliability 
To examine the reliability of the questionnaire, in 
addition to the Cronbach's alpha coefficient presented 
in Table 3, and confirming the reliability of the 
questionnaire, the PLS method is also used. The PLS 
method uses index reliability (Rivard and Hough, 
1988). Indicator reliability is also calculated by 

measuring the factor loads by calculating the 
correlation between the indices of a structure with that 
construct, if this value is equal to or greater than 0.4 
(Holand, 1999) Proof of this is that the reliability of 
that model is acceptable. But if the factor load 
between a question and the corresponding dimension 
is less than 0.4, then one can exclude that question 
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from the model and the subsequent analysis. As 
shown in Fig. 2, all the values of factor loads among 

the structures and questions are greater than 0.4, 
which shows a high correlation. 
 
 

38TTable 3: Cronbach Alpha Coefficient 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Software output - Research sample model (path coefficients and factor load). 
 

38TSecond Step: Structural Model and Hypothesis Test38T A 
structural pattern test that examines the hypothesis of 
research and the effect of hidden variables on each 
other. To confirm the research hypotheses, the 
Bootstrapping command of the Smart PLS software 
was used The output is the result of the coefficients t 

(Fig. 3). When the values of t in the range of more 
than 1/96 + and less than 1/96 are indicative of the 
significance of the relevant parameter and 
subsequently confirmation of the research hypotheses. 
 

 
 
 

38TResearch 
structures 

38TOrganizational 
climate 

38TIntrinsic 
motivation 

38TJob 
independence 

38TSharing 
Knowledge 

38TCronbach's 
alpha 

coefficients 
897/0  888/0  922/0  749/0  
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38TFigure 3: Software output - coefficients t 

38TMethods for assessing modeling models 38T One of the 
ways of evaluating modeling models is the 
determination coefficient (R2). The coefficient of 
determination (R2) determines how many percent of 
the variance of a dependent variable is explained and 
explained by the independent variable (s). It is 
therefore natural that this value is equal to zero for an 
independent variable and for a dependent variable it 
is greater than zero. The higher the rate, the greater 
the impact factor of independent variables. According 
to the coefficient of determination of the model, it 
can be said that organizational climate has been able 
to explain 380/0 of the variance of internal 
motivation variable and 0.551 of variance of job 

independence variable. Also, according to the 
coefficient of determination of the model, 
organizational climate, internal motivation and 
occupational independence were able to explain 
0.639 of variance of the variable of knowledge 
sharing; The researchers have identified three values 
of 0.19, 0.33 and 0.67 as the criterion value for weak, 
moderate and strong R2 values. Based on this, it can 
be concluded that the model has high predictive 
capability. The remainder is related to prediction 
error and can include other factors affecting internal 
motivation, job independence and knowledge 
sharing. 

38TFigure 5: Evaluation of Modeling Models38T
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38T4.3 Answering the research hypotheses 
According to the results obtained from the path 
coefficient and t, all the research hypotheses were 
approved, and the results indicate a positive and 
significant impact of organizational climate on 
knowledge sharing, the internal motivation for sharing 
knowledge and job independence. The results also 

showed that internal motivation and career autonomy 
have a positive and significant effect on knowledge 
sharing. It should also be said that the results have a 
positive and significant impact on organizational 
climate The sharing of knowledge with the mediating 
role also confirms the intrinsic motivation for 
knowledge sharing and job independence. 

 
38TTable 4: Direct effects, t statistic and outcome of research hypotheses 

38THypothesis 38TStandardized 
path coefficient38Tβ 38TStatistics t 38Tmean 

38TReject or 
not reject 

the 
hypothesis 

38TOrganizational 
climate 

 38 TIntrinsic 
motivation 

616/0  220/6  Sig<0.05 38TDo not 
refuse 

38TOrganizational 
climate 

38TJob 
independence 

742/0  305/13  Sig<0.05 38TDo not 
refuse 

38TOrganizational 
climate 
38TKnowledge 

sharing 

232/0  

761/8  

Sig<0.05 38TDo not 
refuse 

38TIntrinsic motivation38T 
  38 TKnowledge 

sharing 
157/0  

445/8  
Sig<0.05 38TDo not 

refuse 

38TJob independence 38T  
 38 TKnowledge 

sharing 
860/0  

908/7  
Sig<0.05 38TDo not 

refuse 

 
 

38T5. Conclusions and suggestions 
Previous research has concluded that HRM activities 
are closely related to the sharing of cross-
organizational knowledge (Cabrera and Cabra, 2005; 
Minbio et al., 2009). Empirical research in this 
context has shown the relevant factors Which affects 
knowledge sharing, such as reward systems, 
organizational climate, or the availability of IT tools 
for knowledge sharing purposes. Also these studies 
Provides valuable insights into how human resource 
management activities can be designed to enhance 
knowledge sharing, which is one of the major gaps 
left in the literature of the subject (Fos and 
Mesaillova, 2009). For example, in most of the 
literature there is a huge amount of large 
(organizational) structures and views that can be 
problematic because the small mechanisms that 

interact between the activities of human resources 
management and the observed outcomes are not 
known and This makes it more difficult for objective 
interventions. In this context, the first contribution of 
this research is to the mediating role of the internal 
motivation in the relationship between organizational 
climate and knowledge sharing. The results show that 
the organizational climate and knowledge sharing are 
transferable to researchers by predicting the 
knowledge sharing habits of researchers. Therefore, 
an organizational climate can be considered as a 
motivating supplementary source for those researchers 
who do not show any natural interest in sharing 
knowledge. The second is the partnership on the 
relationship of design design. Particularly, we 
developed and tested this argument for rewarding 
Investigates the level of autonomy and increases the 
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positive impact of an organizational climate on their 
decisions to share knowledge. The results suggest that 
the features of job design play a role in strengthening 
the potential positive effects of an organizational 
climate in the organization. The results of this 
research result in theoretical and theoretical 
applications that are based on initial research and 
make them more transparent. This research has been 
based on recent trends in personal interaction or status 
studies in organizational behavior research (Bogert et 
al., 2012). First, this research contributes to the field 
of human resource management, which focuses on 
designing managerial interventions to foster the 
sharing of organizational knowledge (Fung et al., 
2011; Gugen, 2009). Although research has been done 
that human resource management activities can affect 
employee behavior through impact on organizational 
climate (Smith et al., 2005), but quantitative studies 
on human resource management and knowledge 
sharing Which addresses the potential impact of 
organizational climate. The initial contribution of this 
research is based on the idea that this work is not 
equally distributed at the same time as the internal 
motivation and occupational independence. This 
implies a lot of efforts in promoting an organizational 
climate that might ignore this fact Some employees 
are naturally interested in sharing knowledge even 
without a supportive atmosphere. Second, the research 
is working on KM literature. In this context, there is a 
great interest in showing the processes of sharing 
knowledge between inter-organizational micro-
foundations (Fos et al., 2010), Which is due to a 
possible perspective of knowledge sharing behaviors 
(Wang and Noeah, 2010). With probable behavior, 
two factors previously considered as direct predictors 
of knowledge sharing(Referred to as occupational 
independence and internal motivation) (Ostrero and 
Frey, 2000), this study suggests that the effects of a 
collaborative atmosphere are not the same among all 
employees. Such an approach reflects this idea 
Interpersonal differences in these two dimensions may 
enhance or reduce the impact of organizational 
constraints on the tendency of knowledge sharing 
staff. 

Beyond theoretical contributions, the effects shown 
are also important from a managerial point of view. 
Understanding managers is how the effect of 
organizational climate is shown to be more effective 
in developing human resource management policies 
by individual characteristics and job profiles. Can be 
helpful. Particularly, with the recognition that the 
organizational climate has repercussions for different 
employees, managers may have better regulation of 
the levels of organizational climate communication in 
promoting knowledge sharing. Instead, the findings 
suggest that managers may pay attention to the 
internal motivation of employees and career 
independence It is important to maximize the potential 
benefits of an organization in the organization. In 
particular, the results clarify that in a group that is 
exclusively developed by researchers with low 
internal motivation to share knowledge, management 
interventions are needed to enhance organizational 
climate for increasing the sharing of knowledge 
between groups. Conversely, groups formed by 
researchers with a higher natural tendency to share 
knowledge does not require such a management 
intervention. In fact, in groups whose internal 
motivation to share knowledge is high now, 
Management intervention may be potentially harmful. 
The question of how designing interventions to 
interact with internal motivation is a lasting concern 
because internal behavior may occur when the 
environments come to the usual point of view Or 
when foreign rewards are destroying the internal 
causal location of individuals. In light of these results, 
we suggest that the potential significant impacts of 
organizational climate design can be reduced if 
managers make sure that such interventions are really 
needed to improve knowledge sharing. This 
managerial application should be seen in the light of 
the fact that researchers of a similar organization may 
exhibit divergent and heterogeneous motives. 
Similarly, managers should evaluate that, for example, 
affairs done by researchers who are high in intrinsic 
motivation In some ways, it is less important for the 
organization to do something that is done by 
researchers with low motivation. If this is a specific 
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case, management interventions to increase 
organizational climate may be understandable, even if 
they potentially motivate employees with high internal 
motivation. Another important application is related to 
the work autonomy. The research suggests that 
management can directly increase the organizational 
climate's impact on knowledge sharing by providing 
high-level job independence for researchers. We say 
that the high levels of diagnosis on how to do things 
allow researchers to be strengthened in knowledge 
sharing activities. Given the above nature, the role of 
engagement in knowledge sharing, job independence 
allows researchers to benefit from the organizational 
climate through engagement in knowledge sharing. To 
the extent that providing levels of independence for 
researchers is likely to be easier than designing 
organizational climate, managers must make sure that 
researchers have sufficient independence to enable 
them to benefit from an organizational climate. 
Therefore, jobs may allow researchers to benefit from 
being in a collaborative group. For example, when 
researchers have fewer training courses to do their 
jobs, they are implicitly committed to engaging in 
knowledge sharing activities to find effective ways to 
do their jobs. 
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